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In the name of the Omniverse, I want complete healing of all feelings,
memories, and karma throughout all time and space that prevent us from
moving forward in the new paradigm; I want the peace and clarity that pass
all understanding of air, water, lands, living beings and sentient beings.
In the name of the Omnipresent MOM, I want forgiveness to and from
all living beings; I want the pipe of peace cleaned of the ashes of the past
and a new smoke prepared and shared for the establishment of a new
beginning.
In the name of unconditional love into infinity, I want a total phase
shift. I want 12 vortex at each point of crossing waves to strengthen the
continuum. I want renewed universes filled with peace, unconditional love
and understanding. I want the integrity of the energy fields maintained and
kept in the present and on a course that is absolutely 100% pure. I want
systems reset.
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This work is intended to heal All Our Relations with each other and Earth’s water.
It is brought to your attention by Mo Wheeler, who founded Energy Healing Partners, a
nonprofit incorporated in 2004. Mo is an ordained minister and retired psychologist and
university professor. In 2001, she turned sixty and was gifted with a powerful and
unique energy. Promoting co-creative work with Higher Power, Mo integrates insights
from the spiritual dimensions to support healing beyond science.
What you will experience is Mo channeling Native American and primitive
languages, as well as the dolphins’ sound-signe language and other unusual energies.
Mo is fully present and just allows unseen spiritual helpers to spontaneously come
through her.
Energy Healing Partners is a group of volunteers dedicated to co-creative healing
with Higher Power for the improved health and well-being of earth and its inhabitants.
The team brings their diverse talents together to develop and manifest energy healing.
Now, Mo will manifest the intentions to heal water.
~~~~~
One day, Sitting Bull connected with Energy Healing Partners as another
unseen helper. Sitting Bull was a Lakota tribal chief and holy man in the late 1800s. He
promoted a “Ghost Dance” that called upon their ancestors for help—asking for peace,
prosperity, and unity of the native people of the region. It also asked for an end to the
expansion of the white people into their lands.
Our Spirit Dance is one of intentions rather than movement and is fully supported
by Sitting Bull from the Other Side. In the process of requesting these new intentions,
we honor both the ancestors and the many spiritual helpers who work with the Energy
Healing Partners team. We ask that you simply listen to these intentions with all of your
senses. First, Mo will read them. And then, let the dance begin!

